UPGRADE NOW.

Our HERO tools with the highest abrasive density and at the same time extreme flexibility of the abrasive adapt perfectly to the sheet metal contours and allows the strongest edge rounding and extreme feeding speeds.
THE HERO DIFFERENCE

Five times more active abrasive cloth per rotation through the staggered abrasive finger structure.

- Increases the efficiency of your processes
- Reduces personnel costs
- Extreme flexibility
- Balanced pressure ratio due to double-row design
- State-of-the-art tool solutions
- Extreme feeding speed

STRONGEST EDGE ROUNDED
- HERO
- Standard

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
- HERO
- Standard

HIGHEST ABRASIVE DENSITY
- HERO
- Standard
DEBIRRING DISC HERO EDITIONS

**PURPLE EDITION**
High stock removal rate due to the abrasive cloth with ceramic grain.

*Large edge-rounding for steel, stainless steel & aluminum*

**CUBITRON™ II EDITION**
Highest stock removal rate due to the precision-shaped ceramic grain.

*Largest edge-rounding*

**BROWN EDITION**
Can be used for any sheet metal.

*The Allrounder*

**HERO** – Highest abrasive density combined with extreme flexibility of the abrasive stocking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIAMETER [MM]</th>
<th>82</th>
<th>115</th>
<th>125</th>
<th>127</th>
<th>155</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>165</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FITTING – Our deburring discs are available with any fitting, suitable for your machine.

WHY HERO?
Strongest edge rounding & highest feeding speeds with maximum abrasive density.

GREY EDITION
High cutting ability and a fine grinding pattern due to the silicon carbide abrasive.

Perfect or aluminium processing

BLUE EDITION
High stock removal rate due to the abrasive cloth with zirconia alumina.

Large edge-rounding for stainless steel